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III / IV B.TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATION,  APRIL  2015
 FIRST SEMESTER

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS
Pulse Circuits

Time : 3 Hours    Maximum Marks : 70

Answer question No. 1 compulsory         (14 x 1 = 14)
Answer ONE Question from each unit        (4 x 14 = 56)

1. a) Draw the circuit of a ringing ciruit?
b) What is meant by linear wave shaping?
c) Define the time constant of a RC circuit?
d) Mention the applications of attenuator?
e) State the clamping theorem?
f) What are the applications of clamper circuit?
g) Why Astable Multivibrator is called free-running oscillator?
h) What is the purpose of commutating capacitors in Bistable mulitivibrator?
i) Why clampers are called d.c restores?
j) Differentiate between voltage sweep and current sweep circuits?
k) List the different types of multivibrators?
l) Justify the name “Boot strapping”?
m) Which multivibrator can be used as voltage to frequency converter and how?
n) What do you mean by triggering?

UNIT – I

2. a) Discuss the response of RC low pass circuit to different types of input voltage.
b) Explain about compensated attenuator and derive the condition for over compensation, perfect

and under compensation.

OR

3. a) Discuss the response of RC high-pass circuit as a ramp input at different Conditions.
b) Write a short notes on the following:
      i)  Ringing circuit

 ii) RC low-pass as a step input signal
(P.T.O)
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UNIT – II

4. a) Explain how transistor as a switch and also explain transistor switching times.

b) Sate and prove clamping theorem with output waveforms.

OR

5. a) Draw the circuit diagram of a DC restorer and explain its operation and sketch the output
waveforms for a sinusoidal input signal.

b) Explain the operation of a two level clipper circuit with an example.

UNIT – III

6. a) Draw the circuit of Self-bias Bistable Mulitivibrator and obtain the relations of current and
voltages.

b) Derive the pulse width for the Monostable Mulitivibrator.

OR

7. a) Explain the operation of Schmitt trigger and derive the expression for the UTP and LTP.

b) Explain the operation of Astable Multivibrator with suitable circuits.

UNIT – IV

8. a) Explain the operation of Boot strap circuit

b) What is meant by triggered sweep?  What are the merits and demerts of triggered sweep.

OR

9. a) Bring out necessity and importance of currrent sweep circuits.  List out its Applications.

b) Explain how UJT can be used as sweep generator.  Also derive an expression for frequency
of oscillations.

T
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III/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  OCT / NOV - 2015

First  Semester

ELECTRONICS  AND  COMMUNICATIONS

PULSE  CIRCUITS

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.      14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.      4x14=56 M

1. a) Define peaking of RC high pass circuit.

b) What is the condition for good differentiator ?

c) Write the expression for rise time of low pass circuit.

d) What is the application of an attenuator ?

e) What is a limiter ?

f) Draw positive clamper circuit.

g) What are the triggering schemes of a binary ?

h) Write the expression for frequency of Astable multivibrator.

i) Write the application of monostable multivibrator.

j) What is stable state ?

k) Write the applications of Schmitt Trigger.

l) What is the essential element of voltage sweep circuit ?

m) Write the expression for slope error of current sweep circuit.

n) What is the need for trapezoidal waveform in current sweep circuit ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Derive the expression for percentage tilt for RC high pass circuit.

b) Illustrate about RC low pass circuit as integrator and obtain an expression for good

integrator.

(OR)

3. a) A symmetrical square wave whose average value is zero has a peak to peak amplitude

of 20V and a period of 2 µsec.  This waveform is applied to a low pass circuit whose

upper 3 dB frequency is 1/2π MHz.  Calculate and sketch the steady state output

waveform indicating peak to peak amplitude.

b) Explain briefly about ringing circuit with necessary equations.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Draw the two level clipper circuit and explain its working with the help of waveforms.

b) State and prove Clamping circuit's theorem.

(OR)

5. a) Draw the circuit of positive peak clipper and explain the working of it with neat

waveforms.

b) In the -ve clamping circuit,  R
f
 = 100Ω, R

r
 = ∞ , V

γ
=0 and R = 100Ω.  The waveform is

a square wave with V = 30V, T
1
 = 50µsec and T

2
 = 1000µsec.

(i)   Assume R
S
 = 0 and C arbitrarily large

(ii)  Repeat part (i) if R
S
 = 100Ω.

UNIT - III

6. a) What is the purpose of commutating capacitors ?  Define different times involved with

these and obtain the relationship among them.

b) Describe the operation of Astable multivibrator with neat circuit diagram and waveforms.

(OR)

7. a) Draw the circuit diagram of self bias bistable multi and obtain the expressions for stable

states.

b) The monostable multivibrator uses npn silicon transistors with h
FE

 = 30 and r
BB

'=200Ω.

The component values are C = 1000pF, R
1
=R

2
=R=20KΩ, Rc=2KΩ.  The supply voltages

are Vcc = 12V, Vbb = 3V.

(i)  Compute and plot the voltage waveforms

(ii) Calculate the pulse width.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Obtain the expression for slope error of Bootstrap sweep circuit.

b) Draw the transistor current sweep circuit and explain the working of each stage.

(OR)

9. a) Define and derive the relation between the three errors in sweep circuit.

b) Derive the expression for slope error of Miller sweep circuit and compare with Bootstrap

sweep circuit.
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III/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  OCT / NOV - 2015

First  Semester

EE/EC

PULSE CIRCUITS

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.         14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.         4x14=56 M

1. a) Draw the output response of RC high pass circuit for pulse input.

b) Write the condition for good integrator.

c) What is the application of compensated attenuator?

d) Classify diode clippers

e) What is the selection criterion for R in clippers?

f) Write the expression for clamping circuit theorem.

g) What is meant by quasi stable state?

h) Draw the circuit of negative peak clipper.

i) Define UTP

j) What are the applications of Schmitt trigger?

k) What is symmetrical triggering?

l) How transistor acts as switch?

m) What is the essential component in current sweep circuit?

n) Define sweep speed.

UNIT - I

2. a) Obtain the expression for output of RC low pass circuit with square wave input.

b) Explain about RLC circuit as ringing circuit and derive the expression for ringing.

(OR)

3. a) A 10 Hz symmetrical square wave whose peak to peak amplitude is 2V is impressed

upon a high pass circuit whose lower 3dB frequency in 5 Hz.  Calculate and sketch the

output wave form.  In particular, what is the peak to peak output amplitude.

b) Derive the output response of RC low pass circuit for step input and also obtain the

expression for rise time.

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) For the clipper circuit shown in figure,draw the output response and its transfer

charecterstics for input linearly varies from 0 to 150V.Assumes ideal diodes.

b) Explain the procedure for designing of  transistor Switch?

(OR)

5. a) Draw the possitive peak clamping circuit and explain its operation with neat Waveforms.

b) Explain about various diodes switching times with neat Waves.

UNIT - III

6. a) What is commutating capacitor?  Relate different times involved with the capacitors.

b) Design an Abstable multivabrator for an out put amplitude of 15V and squre wave

frequency of 5KHz. Assume h
FE(min)

=50,I
c(sat)

=5mA and neglect all saturating voltages.

(OR)

7. a) Explain the operation of monostable multivibrator with circuit diagram and waveforms

indicating all the voltage levels.

b) Discuss triggering schemes of binary with relavant diagrams.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Derive the expression for slope error of Miller sweep circuit.

b) Draw the current sweep circuit and explain its working with neat waveforms.

(OR)

9. a) Derive e
s
 and e

t
 of exponentional sweep circuit and relate with them.

b) Draw a bootstrap circuit using a Darlington circuit.  What are its merits and limitations?
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First Semester

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS
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   Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14

Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56

1. a) Write rise time expression of RC low pass circuit.

b) Define criteria for good differentiating circuit.

c) Define tilt.

d) Where the attenuators are used ?

e) Draw positive peak clipper.

f) Write the condition for ringing.

g) What is a limiter ?

h) Define rise time.

i) What is a DC restorer ?

j) Define stable state.

k) Define resolving time.

l) Write expression for pulse width of Monostable multivibrator.

m) Define displacement error.

n) What is the advantage of Miller sweep circuit ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Derive the output voltage expression for RC low pass circuit with square wave input.

b) Sketch the output response of RC high pass circuit for a pulse at different time constants

with the help of its output equations.

OR

3. a) Prove that circuit behaves as a good integrator if RC>>15T where T is the period of

input sinusoid Vmsinwt.

b) What is an attenuator ? How do you achieve perfect compensation in an attenuator ?

P.T.O.
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UNIT - II

4. a) In the -ve clamping circuit, R
f
 = 100Ω, R

r
 = ∞ , V

γ
 = 0 and R = 100KΩ.  The waveform

is a square wave with V = 30V, T
1
 = 50µsec and T

2
 = 1000µsec.

(i)   Assume R
S
 = 0 and C arbitrarily large

(ii)  Repeat part (i)  if R
S
 = 100Ω

b) Draw the two level clipper circuit and explain its working with the help of waveforms.

OR

5. a) Explain the switching times of a transistor with neat waveforms.

b) Obtain the steady state response of clamping circuit for a square wave input.

UNIT - III

6. a) Describe the operation of Astable multivibrator with neat circuit diagram and waveforms.

b) Explain about triggering methods with neat circuit diagrams.

OR

7. a) Design collector coupled Monostable multivibrator to obtain an output pulse of amplitude

10V.  Given that Ic (sat) = 10mA, I
B2

 = 2 I
B2

 (min), V
CE

 (sat) = 0.1 V, V
BE

 (sat) = 0.7 V,

h
FE

 (min) = 40 and pulse duration 1000µ sec is required.  Assume V
BE

 (cut off) = -1 V.

b) Explain the working of Schmitt Trigger circuit with neat circuit diagram and mention its

applications.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Draw the circuit diagram and explain the operation of transistor Bootstrap sweep circuit.

b) What is the need for trapezoidal waveform in current sweep circuit and how do you

achieve it.

OR

9. a) Discuss about various methods of generating voltage sweep waveforms and compare

them.

b) For an exponential sweep circuit, derive the slope error and transmission error.


